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Outline

Brief overview of optim-based meta-learning
I Meta-learning models aim to learn an global/initial params and a

update rule of how to quickly adapt to individual tasks (i.e., adjusting
global initial params to individual tasks)

I Meta-learning objective is to minimize the expected generalization loss
of the meta-learner on the task space

LSTM-based meta-learning (Meta-LSTM) (Ravi and Larochelle,
2016)

I Meta-LSTM uses a sequential LSTM update rule
Meta-SGD (Li et al., 2017)

I Meta-SGD learns the global learning rate and update direction α
addition to the initial params

Meta-Curvature (Park and Oliva, 2020)
I Meta-Curvature further improves MAML by adding second-order

information into the gradient
F the additional info is is decomposed into 3 component matrices and is

multiplied to gradient during inner gradient update steps

IMO, the current trend is modifying and adding components to the
update rules to learn more about individual tasks, but the
components are controlled by some global learnable variables 2 / 13



Optim-based Meta-Learning: Intuition

Meta-learning objective is to minimize the expected generalization
loss of the meta-learner on the task space

min
θg

ETe [LQe(θe)] = ETe [LQe(θg − α∇θgLSe(θg)︸ ︷︷ ︸
inner

)]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
outer

I inner-loop: given an individual task Te, the learner (params θe) is
optimized based on the loss of task support set LSe

I outer-loop: the loss of task query set LQe
is computed with the

updated learner and is accumulated to the generalization loss
Lglobal =

∑
e LQe . the meta-learner (params θg) is then optimized

based the generalization loss.
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Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML): Model

Meta Learner Meta Learner
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Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML): Model

Meta Learner Meta Learner
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Meta-LSTM vs MAML: Model

MAML’s objective

min
θg

ETe [LQe(θe)] = ETe [LQe(θt−1−α∇θt−1
LSe )

]

Meta-SGD uses a sequential LSTM update rule, its objective becomes

min
θg

ETe [LQe(θe)] = ETe [LQe(ft−1�θt−1−it−1�∇θt−1
LSe )

]
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Meta-LSTM vs MAML: Model

Meta Learner Meta Learner

MAML

Meta Learner Meta Learner

Meta-LSTM
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Meta-SGD vs MAML: Model

MAML’s objective

min
θg

ETe [LQe(θe)] = ETe [LQe(θt−1−α∇θt−1
LSe )

]

In addition to learning global initial params as in MAML, Meta-SGD
also learns the global learning rate (and update direction) alpha

min
θg

ETe [LQe(θe)] = ETe [LQe(θt−1−αg∇θt−1
LSe )

]
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Meta-Curvature vs MAML: Model

MAML’s objective

min
θg

ETe [LQe(θe)] = ETe [LQe(θt−1−α∇θt−1
LSe )

]

Meta-Curvature further improves MAML by adding second-order
information into the gradient

min
θg

ETe [LQe(θe)] = ETe [LQe(θt−1−αMC(∇θt−1
LSe ;Mf ,Mi,Mo))]
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Meta-Curvature vs MAML: Model

The second-order information is characterized/decomposed by into 3
component matrices, the info is multiplied to the gradient during
updates

MC(∇θgLSe(θg);Mf ,Mi,Mo) = ∇θgLSe(θg) ×3 Mf ×2 Mi ×1 Mo

I all component matrices are updated globally similar to global initial
params
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FSL Benchmark
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Thank you !
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